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Bulova precisionist instruction manual

For all standard quartz and automatic watches: Standard Guide For all precision watches: Precisionist For all CURV Chronograph: CURV Pro chronograph C and lunar pilot chronograph: Series archive: High performance Quartz 3-Eye Chronograph Our watches require minimal maintenance, but regular
care will help extend the life of your Bulova watch. It is recommended to wipe the watch regularly with a clean soft cloth. Stains, water stains on the straps and accumulated dirt on the housing, crystal and tape that are not removed can cause premature wear. If you wear your watch in the shower or in
chlorinated or salt water (keep in mind that water resistance varies from model to model, check the manual), rinse it with fresh water and dry it thoroughly immediately after exposure. CARE FOR METAL BRACELETS The bracelet should occasionally be cleaned with a soft brush and warm soapy water,
then rinsed thorougly and completely dried. If your water is not waterproof, cleaning should be done by a specialist. CARE STRAPS Salt and soil residues can be removed from the skin or rubber (polyurethane) by cleaning with a moistened soft cloth and mild soap or saddle soap. It is recommended to
wear the straop a little loosely (one finger space between the wrist and strap) to allow air to circulate and moisture to evaporate. TEMPERATURE CAUTION Avoid temperature extremes. Exposure to high temperatures, such as their placement on the vehicle dashboard or use in a hot tub, can cause the
watch to malfunction, shorten battery life or damage certain components. Leaving the watch in extreme temperatures can cause an irregular timer until the watch returns to normal operating temperature. The product can continue to be used safely after proper cleaning. Remove the battery with gloves and
clean the battery compartment with a toothbrush and vinegar. After drying, new batteries may be inserted into the device. Page 2 The product can be used safely after proper cleaning. Remove the battery with gloves and clean the battery compartment with a toothbrush and vinegar. After drying, new
batteries may be inserted into the device. Page 3 The product can be used safely after proper cleaning. Remove the battery with gloves and clean the battery compartment with a toothbrush and vinegar. After drying, new batteries may be inserted into the device. Einige Word-Funktionen können in
Google Docs nicht angezeigt werden und werden bei Änderungen entferntDetails anzeigenLetzte Änderungen anzeigen The product can still be used safely after proper cleaning. Remove the battery with gloves and clean the battery compartment with a toothbrush and vinegar. After drying, new batteries
may be inserted into the device. Page 2 The product can be used safely after proper cleaning. Remove the battery with gloves and clean the battery compartment with a toothbrush and vinegar. After drying, new batteries may be inserted into the device. Page 3The can be used safely after proper
cleaning. Remove the battery with gloves and clean the battery compartment with a toothbrush and vinegar. After drying, new batteries may be inserted into the device. · Discussion Starter • #1 • Feb 22, 2017 Hi everyone, That's been really bugging me for a while – chrono minute hand won't reset to zero
and there's no mention of how to do it in the manual! It's my work watch so I use it all day every day... hopefully someone can help get this sorted so I can stop the timing on my phone. Cheers! · Discussion Starter • #2 • March 11, 2017 No one has any insights on it..? I just got in touch with Bulo during
the week - they sent me technical instructions which I was excited to receive... just open the PDF and see that it was the same manual I already had that contains zero mention of resetting chrono minute hand. Hhmmm... Nothing's come back from Bulova yet. What to do... · Have you tried more minutes of
DIALING SECONDS? So that moves the minutes to 60? · Place the crown in the last position and press the button above. 1 click per second. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk · Place the crown in the last position and press the button above. 1 click per second. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk ·
Discussion Starter • #6 • Mar 12, 2017 Thanks to yankeexpress, have tried multiple rotations of the seconds of the hand - does not affect chrono minutes. diving dude - do you mean press the chrono reset button (button B in the manual)? It just shifts the second hand, no effect on the chrono minute hand.
We are starting to follow up on the warranty repair... :/ · The page in front of the page in the picture in the OP photo may have the answer: CHRONOGRAPH ADJUSTMENTNOTES- 1.When you set your hands Chrono, each press of the A button changes to a hand by one increment, but holding down the
A button quickly moves. 2. If you wait more than 30 seconds to set your hands after activating this feature (step 2 below), you will need to repeat step 2 again.1. Pull the crown in 3 hours to position III (see figure -hand adjustment).2. Press and hold both A and B buttons at the same time. When theChrono
second hand (long hand) makes one turn, the hand adjustment function is now activated. ChronographTIME SECOND HANDBUTTON ACHRONO START/STOPCROWN POSITIONLARGE HANDSETTING POSITION-TURN TO SETDATE SETTING POSITIONTURN TO SETDATEBUTTON BCHRONO
RESETCHRONO SECOND HAND3. In addition, three chrono hands can be adjusted using the buttons.— Button A moves each hand to the correct position zero (12 hours). The set sequence is as follows:a. After step 2 above, press A to move the long chrono from second hand to zero position.b. Press
B to activate the next set hand - Chrono Hours.c. Use the A button to move the clock chronology again (on the o'clock), to zero.d. Press B to reactivate the last hand-chrono minutes at 10 a.m. position.e. Use the A button to move your hand to zero again in chrono minutes. The chrono setting is complete.
Push the crown back into running position I and continue using the chronograph. USING CHRONOGRAPHNOTES ON CHRONO OPERATIONS the functions of chrono hands are (see picture): A long second indicates Chrono seconds. A small hand, in the position of 10 hours, indicates chrono minutes.
A small hand at 6 a.m. indicates a Chrono clock. BASIC CHRONO OPERATION1. If it is insured that the three hands of the chronograph (see scheme) are placed in a position of zero or 12 hours. If not, go to the previous section with chronograph.2 signed. If your hands are positioned correctly, press A.3
to start measuring Chrono. Stop Chrono by pressing A at the end of the measurement time.4. Chrono measurements can be added together to accumulate measurements. Simply press the A button repeatedly to: START; STOP; START; STOP, etc.5. After completing all the measurements of the
chronograph, press the B button so that the Chrono hands to position zero. SPLIT OR LAP TIME CHRONO FUNCTIONA Is used to track bikes in cross-country competitions. You can stopChrono to notice the completed lap time, and then continue the measurement with a break in the total elapsed time.1.
Press A to start the Chrono.2 measurement. Button B when the circuit is complete. Hands stop. Note the elapsed time.3. Button B again. Hands will catch up with the real elapsed time and continue running. Repeat steps 2 and 3 as often as necessary.4. After completing all the necessary measurements,
press the A button to stopChrono.5. Press B to return your hands to zero. A second pressure B may be necessary depending on whether the hands were moving when A was pushed in step 4.Watch Settings Guide7/2008 · Discussion Starter • #9 • Mar 12, 2017 Thanks for that – but I'm not sure the
document applies to Precisionist chrono? I have 4 subdials and only 3 are pictured/listed in these features. Also, when I press the A + B buttons, the other hand does not do full rotation, it stops as soon as I release the buttons. It gives me the impression that there is no settings mode or that there is no
way to activate it. But I've already tried everything listed there anyway, I can set every hand except chrono minutes. Beats me why the real printed manual that came with the watch literally has no mention of how to set chrono minutes, so so frustrating ... But thank you for your help - Am I all ears if you
think about something else to try? Otherwise, I'll leave it to Bulová and the seller (Creation Watches) and hopefully they can come up with a solution between them both. · Guys, I found a solution. If you press the A and B button, the chrono-clock hand will move back. as you can align it to the desired
position. · Discussion Starter • #12 • Jan 28, 2018 Thanks Dosiek. Unfortunately chrono clockwise is not a problem that the adjustment works well and is included in the user guide. It's a chrono minute hand that can't be edited. I missed the warranty period interruption, so I haven't been able to look at it
yet... but it's wasting time slowly, it will be due to replace the battery now. Just get the store manually set the chrono minute hand back to zero and hope it doesn't turn out of sync...· Thanks Dosiek. Unfortunately chrono clockwise is not a problem that the adjustment works well and is included in the user
guide. It's a chrono minute hand that can't be edited. I missed the warranty period interruption, so I haven't been able to look at it yet... but it's wasting time slowly, it will be due to replace the battery now. I'll just get the store manually adjust the chrono minute hand back to zero and hope it doesn't turn out
of sync... I will have to do the same with my moon pilot :/ Let us know what happens. Shipped from my Timex Sinclair 1000 using Tapatalk · Discussion Starter • #14 • August 15, 2018 Ok - finally I have this problem solved! After searching around, thinking that I'd have to send my watch interstate to have
Bulova tech look at it I took a chance last week and brought it with me to the local mall. The jeweler happened to be a Bulova dealer! Well they were completely stumped by the problem – no mention of how to restore minute chrono in the manual or on the internet. The only option was to remove the
mechanism and manually zero the hand. They did it without worry and needed battery replacement while they were at it, I don't know why I waited so long to get it looked at and worry about it so much. It was ready the next business day and only cost AUD $37.50! Happy days! Still a little annoyed that it
happened with the new watch, he should have gotten at it earlier, but I let the warranty expire. Best to focus on it, just glad the watch can get back up and running! · Hi all, it's been really bugging me for a while – chrono minute hand won't reset to zero and there's no mention of how to do it in the manual!
It's my work watch so I use it all day every day... hopefully someone can help get this sorted so I can stop the timing on my phone. Hi! View attachment 10963362 View attachment 10963370 I don't know if you fixed this problem with a large red second hand... Model # Hi everyone, it's been really bugging
me for a while – chrono minute hand won't reset to zero and there's no mention of how to do it in the manual! It's my work watch so I use it all day every day... hopefully someone can help get this sorted so I can stop the timing on my phone. Hi! View attachment 10963362 View attachment 10963370
10/3/2020 Same problem.. press the B button (1 hour) with the stopwatch in the whole direction... needle moves about 1/2 on push.. lots of pushing... · If you want to red big second hand model 96B ... pull the stem (3 clicks) the red hand stops ... Press B (1 hour) until the red hand is at 60seconds ... Then
set the time as normal.... 10/7/2020 normal.... 10/7/2020
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